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ON P. OXY. LXI 4096, MYTHOGRAPHUS HOMERICUS
A few immediate notes on the newly published fragments of this curious work. 1
Fr. 16, unplaced by Schubert, may be identified as a historia of Kallikol≈nh, attached
to Il. 20.53. The beginning will be:
. . . . .
>— [
vac. [
all`[ote par !imoenti yevn epi
ka[llikolvnh (Il. 20.53).
The one-line gap beneath the forked paragraphos indicates that we have here not just a
new entry, but the first entry of a new Homeric book: cf. fr. 11.8, as distinct from fr. 1.11,
fr. 10.10, fr. 36.4. The book number (or rather letter) will have stood in the intervening line,
as in frr. 7 and 11.2 There is no historia attached to this verse in the D-scholia, but there is
one attached to verse 3, Tr«e! d' aÔy' •t°rvyen §p‹ yrv!m«i ped¤oio, and since that
concerns the name Kallikol≈nh, we may safely presume that it is the same historia,
shifted in the D-scholia to the earlier place. I do not venture a full reconstruction of the
historia in the papyrus, but the scanty remains – beginnings of eight more lines – confirm
the identification: 5 lof` [ on?, 6 lost (not “vac.”), 8 iliv` or ilie` [ vn, 9 kv]|mh[!, 10
!i]|mo[unto! or pota]|mo[u.
Fr. 24, also unplaced by Schubert, may be identified as having the beginning of a
historia attached to Il. 22.126, oÈ m°n pv! nËn ¶!tin épÚ druÚ! oÈd' épÚ p°trh!. To judge
from the plate (plate VI), the fragment has line ends. Schubert transcribes 2 ≤ d' ﬂ!t]o`r¤a
p`[arå, but his p`[ looks to me like a filler sign (cf. fr. 2.7–8). parå X will then have
occupied the beginning of the next line (the papyrus is vacant beneath ]o`ria). Then if 4
] `dru (the first line of the succeeding entry) is line end, as the plate certainly suggests, it is
in just the right position for the lemma ou men pv! nun e!tin ap]o` dru|[o! ktl. (the trace
before dru is described as “bottom part of curve”). The identification is bolstered by the
fact that this verse has a historia (from Didymus, interestingly) attached to it in the Dscholia. As for the preceding historia, terminated in lines 1–3: if it was the same with the
papyrus as it is with the D-scholia, the ending will have been parå ÉErato!y°nei, with
1 For general comments and major bibliography on the Mythographus Homericus, see BASP 27 (1990)

31–36. Now add F. Montanari in Greek Literary Theory after Aristotle, ed. J. G. J. Abbenes et al., 135–172
(but I hold to the view expressed in art. cit. n. 2).
2 Schubert proposes tÒmo]!` x (for “bk.22”) at fr.7.2, but tÒmo! would be anomalous; t∞! =acƒd¤a]!`,
perhaps? At fr.11.8 we have the beginning of the bk.24 heading, t[ ` ` `] `[, the trace being described as “perhaps
the right part of an a, prolonged by a tail-like curving stroke”: t[∞! =]a`c`[ƒd¤a! v? Or just t∞]! x in fr. 7 and
t[∞!] v in fr. 11? PSI 1173 offers od(u!!eia!) m, PSI 1000 (ostracon) ] ` ` ` th! n.
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reference to a multiple catasterism attached to Il. 22.29 (the beginning of this historia is
very probably to be recognized at fr. 7, see below); but that must remain unconfirmed
pending further placements.
Fr. 3. Lines 2ff., as Schubert recognizes, have the beginning of the historia attached to Il.
20.403–404. So line 1 will be the end of the preceding historia, or rather the standard
terminal reference to its source. What remains is ]o`u `[ – not much, but enough to give
assurance that the papyrus text did not here (as it does in bk.18) have a historia not
preserved by the D-scholia. The preceding historia in the D-scholia, attached to v. 307, is
parå ÉAkou!ilãƒ: which forcibly suggests h d i!toria para ak]o`u!`[ilav for the papyrus
(the trace after o`u is described as a “low speck”, and it looks very good for ! on the plate).
Incidentally, the lemma of line 2 fixes the position of the line beginnings (in this
manuscript the lemmas are not put in ecthesis), and the divisions of the succeeding lines
should be adjusted accordingly.
Frr. 5–6. At fr. 5.14–15 we have, as Schubert recognizes, a quotation, ourha! men
prv]t`on [ep]vxeto |[kai kuna! argou! – Il. 1.50 – just as in the corresponding version in
the D-scholia. What follows, transcribed as 15 ] ` ` e` `et`au`, 16 ]f` `[, is evidently a continuation
of the quote: aut]ar epe[i]t au|[toi!i belo! exep`euke! e]fi[ei!. And fr. 6.1, transcribed
]h`!_b` `´[, evidently joins fr. 5.16, to give us e]fiei! ba[ll(e), the appropriate point for the
quotation to end. (It is not clear from the plate that ba is cancelled; if it is, the scribe must
have decided to commence the word on the next line instead.)
Incidentally, it looks as if the entry begins at i 5, to be restored foibe !u d eilipod]a!
el[ika]! b[ou! (Il. 21.448). Then 6 tÚn ÉApÒllvna nÒ]mion Ùn[om]ãz[e|!yai?
Fr. 7. Schubert tentatively recognizes the heading of bk.22 (cf. n.2 above) in line 2, but
notes an impediment: the first historia of bk.22 in the D-scholia is attached to v. 29, ˜n te
kÊn' ÉVr¤vno!, but (Schubert says) the remains in the papyrus do not accord with that. It
seems to me that they do. They are transcribed as ] `h`v` `[ . May we not read on te kun'
v]r`e`i`v`n`[o!? This reading looks good on the plate (Plate V), and the spelling -ei- rather than
-i- would be in accordance with expectation (cf. e.g. fr. 10.15 ereinuo!).
Fr. 61.1 ]hd[, 2 ] vac. [, 3 ] `a`!a`[: clearly the ending of one historia and the beginning of
the next. We should not take the space as indicating a junction between one book of Homer
and the next, as Schubert suggests, for h d [i!toria para X could well spill over to occupy
the earlier part of line 2. So line 3 will indeed be a lemma, but not necessarily of the earliest
verse of a book to have a historia attached to it. The D-scholia offer a historia at Il. 23.141,
!tå! épãneuye pur∞! janyØn épeke¤rato xa¤thn: which invites us to recognize !]t`a`!
a`[paneuye (the initial trace is described as a “high trace”). If that is right, however, a
historia not represented in the D-scholia must have intervened in the papyrus text between
the historiai at 23.92, represented by fr. 8, and 23.141, for fr. 8.10–12 and fr. 61 (on the
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assumption of 3 |!]ta!) are mutually incompatible. There would be nothing too surprising
about that, but it does mean that the proposed placement lacks confirmation.
Fr. 41.3 ]aka[, 4 ] vac. [: again, the end of a historia: surely h d i!toria par]a ka[-,
probably Callimachus. Il. 17.54 and 18.487 (cf. fr. 2) are prima facie possibilities; upgrading from possibility must await further placements.
I append some smaller notes.
Fr. 1.15 Hle]k`t`r`a`n? In light of Meroph[n and the probable Alkuo]nhn in the previous
line, it looks as if all seven daughters were named.
17 th]! mhtr`[o!.
Fr. 2.13 kat[h!t°ri!en very doubtful.
Fr. 4. If k°ra[! may be read for `erd`[ in 2, Schubert’s identification with the historia
attached to Il. 21.194 is strengthened. But the identification seems rather insecure.
Fr. 6.4 (-)§`rr`v[m]°na.
Fr. 10 The lineation needs adjustment. We have the beginnings of lines 14–18, 11/12 and
12/13 evidently divided at di|on and ippon]| o!, 9/10 Yet|t]a`l`ika.̀
It is notable that in the papyrus’ version the whole account is in oratio obliqua.
Introduced by f`[a!in at the outset (13)?
Schubert most acutely recognizes T`i`l`[fv]|!aih! (corrected from -!eh!) before t∞!
ÉEreinÊo! – the D-scholia have only ÉErinnÊo! –, comparing Callimachus fr. 652, in
kindred context (. . . ÉErinÊi Tilfv!a¤˙). The spelling Tilfv- rather than Yelpou- is
Boeotian, but historians used Tilf≈!aion (Pfeiffer on Call. l.c.), and evidently this spelling
was standard in such developed applications of the adjective (neither the plate nor
Schubert’s description of the traces inspires confidence in til, but yel does seem
excluded). In the historia at least it is clearly used as a name (Callimachus is more
equivocal); and the papyrus gives no warrant for making the equation with Demeter,
adopted by Schubert.
Fr. 11.4 th!aioye `[ suggests -t∞!ai: ˜yen: aetiological, as often in the conclusion of
these historiai. Since it is hard to accommodate the remains to the historia at Il. 23.660 (or
to that at 821), it does look as if this is a historia not preserved in the D-scholia, as Schubert
suggests. But if it is true to form it will not be explaining the word z«ma but giving some
only tangentially related story. It may or may not have been hung from verse 683. 3 |zvma
could itself be e. g. per¤]zvma.
Fr. 18.10 !fu`[r-, whether !fËra or sfurÒn (cf. Il. 22.397?).
Fr. 20.4 p`eri pu`k`tik`[h!? ad Il. 23.660? 2 ebi]|azeto?
Fr. 50.3 Or h d i!toria par]a` G`[- or P`[-.
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